NCI Empower™ is an AI platform that provides never-before-seen efficiencies, dependability, accuracy and cost savings to organizations. Our combination of expert engineering, technologies, and AI solutions allows for rapid execution and decision-making.

The NCI Empower platform’s 24/7 portal allows your organization to watch the performance of your customized hub as Machine Learning and intelligent automation make the hub more efficient. With Machine Learning, your hub can learn your processes and make smarter decisions by using existing data already in your system.

**BENEFITS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION**

Teamed with NCI engineering expertise, the NCI Empower platform can accelerate your organization’s efficiencies and accuracy, allowing for more critical decision-making time. Having your customized Empower/Me hub onsite or in the cloud allows your organization to maximize operations by continuously learning and using the hub to test new workflow processes.

The NCI Empower platform’s learning capabilities far exceed human data analysis and can show you trends, make predictions based on your requirements and help you solve processes challenges faster and more economically.
EMPOWER/MENTS
Our hub includes NCI Empower/ments — AI tools and capabilities — that offer proven solutions to meet your needs. Our Empower/ments include intelligent automation with customized bots, rapid code modernization software, and machine learning — all designed to empower your organization.

EMPOWER/ME
NCI Empower/me is a customized hub to meet your needs and whose architecture can be deployed on-premise or in a DoD-approved, classified environment. It includes proven AI solutions deployed by NCI. Data is continuously added to the hub in order for it to increase AI delivery of recommended code, retrainable data sets, technical recommendations and more. Its open architecture allows for data to be added in real-time.

EMPOWER/EVOLVE
NCI Empower/evolve is our proprietary AI Workforce Operations Center that watches portals 24/7 to ensure both humans and machines are getting smarter over time. The center allows our customers to view their hub performance and a built-in alert system provides real-time awareness of the systems’ performance and usage. Empower/evolve also makes recommendations to processes based on actual user usage.

Unleash your human potential with NCI Empower.
www.nciinc.com/shai or email contactnci@nciinc.com.

About NCI
NCI is a leading provider of enterprise solutions and services to U.S. defense, intelligence, health and civilian government agencies. Informed by over 30 years of experience solving its customers’ most important and complex mission challenges, NCI has been at the forefront of operationalizing AI methodologies and numerical algorithms for the U.S. government, particularly in the areas of warfighter enablement, digital transformation and advanced analytics. From its Scaling Humans with Artificial Intelligence (Shai®) philosophy to accelerate AI adoption in the public sector, the company recently launched the NCI Empower™ platform. NCI Empower is an open-architecture platform to provide secure, containerized access to deploy AI solutions and produce a government workforce that is exponentially more creative and productive. NCI is a mid-tier systems integrator headquartered in Reston, Virginia, and operates at locations across the globe. For more information, visit www.nciinc.com or email contactnci@nciinc.com.